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Media representations of the
Kargil War and the Gujarat riots
S U B A R N O C H AT TA R J I
he horrific events of and following February 27th, 2002, in Gujarat have received blanket media coverage and have been written about and discussed in detail. In addition,
there are reports by NGOs, citizens committees, as well as the National Human Rights
Commission, the Election Commission, and the Intelligence Bureau. Mainstream English
media (both television and print) has almost unanimously condemned the communal bloodletting and dwelt on its consequences for the Indian polity. The language of that coverage
has been one of outrage. ‘Pogrom’ and ‘genocide’ have been used frequently to characterize the nature of the atrocities committed. The taboo of not naming the communities to
which the victims belong has also been abandoned. In the context of the frequency of communal riots in Gujarat (some 106 major riots between 1987 and 1991)1 and in other parts
of the country, the media attention might seem excessive. However, as countless analysts
have pointed out, this round of rioting has been distinguished by the complicity of state
authority (documented in citizens’ reports such as the one by Kamal Mitra Chenoy, S.P.
Shukla, K.S. Subramanian, and Achin Vanaik), and by a more fundamental collapse of civil
society evident not only in the brutality of the riots but in the deliberate disinterest of state
authorities regarding rehabilitation and re-establishing of ‘communal harmony’. The blight
affecting civil society seems evident in the lack of remorse and compassion amongst
middle-class Gujaratis and is in stark contrast to the spontaneous outpouring of concern
and help for the earthquake victims in 2001. Mahesh Daga, in an article in The Times of
India, July 13th, 2002, entitled “Psyche of the Aggressor: No Kalinga Effect in Gujarat”‚
contends that there was/is no sense of moral community and therefore no contrition on the
part of Hindus vis-à-vis violence against Muslims. He points to studies of post-riot situations
the world over where it is seen that the aggressors blame the victims for provoking the
violence by their prior behaviour. This is evident in riots in Chicago (1919), Detroit (1943),
the anti-Chinese violence in Malaysia (1963), the anti-Ibo riots in Nigeria (1966), the antiTamil riots in Sri Lanka (1983), or the anti-Muslim violence in Mumbai (1992). Gujarat, however, is the most extreme example of this trend. As Daga writes, “It is to the ‘credit’ of the
parivar’s [family’s] unrelenting propaganda that sections of Gujarati society have ceased to
regard Muslims as being worthy of an equal human status. There is no doubt that this ‘dehumanization’ of the Muslim was a necessary precondition for the kind of savagery witnessed
in Gujarat”.2
The process of dehumanization mentioned by Daga is an essential aspect of the oppositional framework of wars, and it is entirely unsurprising that similar rhetorical and political
strategies were employed during the Kargil War. In the case of Gujarat, the divide has been
further bolstered by a collective sense of retrospective vengeance. As Julio Ribeiro writes,
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“There was a widely prevalent perception in the minds of the Hindu upper and middle
classes that the revenge that was taken in Ahmedabad was for the good of the city, the
state and the country as it would serve as a good lesson to recalcitrant Muslims”.3
In post-election Gujarat, Ribeiro’s prognosis takes on an even more ominous dimension
as the ‘other’ is electorally silenced and the triumphalism of the VHP and the BJP promises
a repeat of the ‘Gujarat experiment’ in subsequent elections at state and national levels.
At this point I would like to digress to dwell briefly on the media debates fostered in
the aftermath of the BJP’s thumping victory in Gujarat.
India Today magazine conceded that post-Godhra Gujarat was a “rotten spot in India.
A place where religion could burn, kill, divide and misrule”.4 The editorial in the December
30th issue then went on to ridicule the “professional secularists and the conscience-keeping
industry” for demonizing the rampaging Hindu, and concluded that the “celebration of the
popular will ... shows the right way”.5
India Today’s consecutive covers of the Modi phenomenon – as if he were an ahistorical force of nature rather than a cynical manipulator and votary of hate – and its editorial
joy at the outcome of the Gujarat elections is not surprising given its political bias and earlier coverage of the riots in that state. In fact, throughout its coverage there seemed to be
a schizophrenic divide between the cover photographs and the articles within. For instance,
the issue with Modi in traditional RSS attire on the cover held out the possibility of a critical
look at his politics and mode of governance, if one may call riot-mongering a mode of
governance. In contrast to this expectation, the article actually bolstered the righteousness
and iconic stature of the RSS man now fulfilling his avowed mission. I have argued earlier,
in a paper exclusively on India Today and its coverage of the Kargil War, that this newsmagazine with its huge circulation (more than that of Outlook, The Week, and Frontline put
together) and its multi-lingual editions is reflective of dominant middle class views.6
I believe the same argument obtains for the Gujarat situation and, in that sense, the
newsmagazine has been consistent in its demonization of Muslims, whether across the
border or within India.
The post-election debate in The Times of India takes on a different argument and tone.
Siddharth Vardarajan in “Beyond the ballot: the issue in Gujarat is justice” writes, “As on
election eve, the biggest question confronting India today is not the sterile debate over
‘Hindutva’ and ‘secularism’ but the future of the rule of law”.7
The ‘sterile debate’ reverberates through political discourse and is evident both in the
threats of Praveen Togadia live on Star Newshour and in the Prime Minister’s Goa musings
equating Hindutva with ‘Bharatiyata’ (‘Indian-ness’). The reactions to the musings, ranging
from the VHP to the Shiv Sena, are only indicative of the vehemence and vindictiveness with
which the Gujarat agenda will be repeated in future elections. Vardarajan, however, raises
two important points: the question of law and justice and the positing of the secular vs.
non-secular in absolute dichotomous terms. I will turn to these later.
To return to the justified lament over the collapse of civil society in Gujarat, it is significant that corporate neglect and complicity have been intermittently highlighted by the
media. Kingshuk Nag’s articles in The Times of India analyzed the economic basis of the
riots (the specific targeting of shops and factories owned by the Bohra community, for
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instance) and the losses sustained by the state exchequer. Although complicity of business
organizations, such as the Gujarat Chamber of Commerce meeting and lauding Modi, were
reported, they were seldom examined in any depth. The battle for Kargil led to industry
making commercial capital out of war and furthering nationalist fervour. In Gujarat, industrial conglomerates such as Reliance were marked by their silence and post-riot indifference.
Thus, not only the state government but also corporate Gujarat seems to have abandoned
the riot survivors, further enhancing the ghettoization and resentment of the Muslim
community. The media has been relatively silent about this phenomenon.
Another aspect which seems to have escaped media analysis is the money-order
framework of the Gujarati economy, in particular the role of the Gujarati diaspora in fostering a particular brand of ethnic and national identity. Much has been made of the prosperous
and numerous Gujarati diaspora (and rightly so, for their achievements are legion), but few
are the references to the ways in which this diaspora has contributed to the growth of Hindu
right-wing movements in the state through a steady inflow of funds and ideological support.
The dangers of what Lord Bhiku Parekh calls “long-distance nationalism” was reported
in The Times of India on January 10th, 2003, but it does not feature in this or other mainstream media reports and analysis. Lord Parekh refers specifically to the ways in which the
Israeli lobby influences policies to the detriment of Palestine and, paradoxically, its own
interests. Remote access patriotism is not peculiar to the Gujarat situation: it was available
in offshore support for Kashmiri militancy in the UK, and for Sikh separatism in Canada and
the UK. What is unique in the Gujarat scenario is the support for a larger notion of a Hindu
Rashtra, the demonization of Muslims, and the wilful attempt to dismember constitutional
and oppositional frameworks that stand in the way of the Hindutva juggernaut. “Long distance patriotism” has particular resonance in the context of the recent Bharatiya Pravasi
Divas, which, to some extent, legitimizes the financial support offered to Gujarat, among
other states. That the RSS, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), the BJP and other members
of the Sangh Parivar have strong international, diasporic affiliates is a matter of concern
and enquiry.
That the media was effective in creating a climate of conscience with regard to the carnage in Gujarat is perhaps best indicated by the outrage with which members of the government and Sangh Parivar reacted. While the Prime Minister and Home Minister called for
more ‘restrained’ reporting (a euphemism for less critical and graphic reportage), the
Vishwa Hindu Samachar, edited by K. K. Shastri, head of Gujarat VHP, lashed out at “convent educated journalists who don’t know the geography of Ahmedabad”. The object of ire
here is obviously the English language press, but it is significant that regional vernacular
media was equally stringent in its commentary and coverage of the riots. “Aisee sarkar kyon
rahe?” (“Why should a government like this continue?”), asked an editorial in Prabhat Khabar,
a major Hindi daily from Patna. The daily was severely critical of Modi and did not spare
Vajpayee. “Pradhanmantri ka Jhoot” (“The Prime Minister’s Lies”) was the headline of one
editorial. “The PM has shed tears, but hasn’t taken action against anyone. It appears these
are crocodile tears”‚ the paper commented.8
Prajavani, the largest circulated newspaper in Karnataka, editorialized that “The
PM’s soothing words appear hollow due to his dualistic stand. It is clear from their actions
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that the Sangh Parivar does not even give a thought to what he is saying. A centre
which cannot control or does not want to control the Gujarat government is incapable of
administering the country”.9
Kannada Prabha editorial adviser TJS George was prescient in his sarcasm: “The day
might not be far when Modi returns to power with a thumping majority, Ramachandra
Paramhans becomes the President, and Uddhav Thackeray the PM. It might become the
fashion of the next generation to ostracize the minorities on social and economic front, like
what is happening in Gujarat and what happened in Nazi Germany”.10
The exception to this critical media attention is found in the Gujarati language press
where publications such as Sandesh led the charge in fabricating gruesome tales of violation of Hindu women and the need for revenge. On March 1st, 2002, Sandesh reported that
the dead bodies of two girls abducted during the attack on the Sabarmati Express had been
found near a pond in Kalol. “As part of a cruel inhuman act that would make even a devil
weep, the breasts of both the dead bodies had been cut. Seeing the dead bodies one
knows that the girls had been raped again and again, perhaps many times. There is speculation that during this act itself the girls might have died”.11
The police could not substantiate the story. As Chenoy et al point out in their report to
the nation, such unsubstantiated stories helped to fuel the communal frenzy. It is within this
critical context that the government’s obvious attempt to control and/or influence the media
becomes significant. The year-long harassment of Tehelka (a news portal that ran an
exposé on corruption in an arms-deal involving major political figures), the arrests of Anirudh
Bahal (reporter with Tehelka) and Iftikar Gilani12 are symptomatic of coercive desires and
tendencies manifested earlier in incidents in Gujarat.
Events following the riots – including the dissolution of the Gujarat Assembly, the call
for early elections, and the disparaging of a constitutional authority such as the Chief
Election Commissioner – bolster the argument that this is a government that cares little for
the niceties of secularism or constitutional propriety. Within this milieu the media can and
has been construed in oppositional terms, resisting the onslaught of political inclinations
and ideologies inimical to the larger interests of India. This resistance, however, seems
reactive rather than a continuous and prolonged ideological opposition to the hate speech
and actions propagated by the BJP, VHP, Bajrang Dal and other Sangh departments.
Reportage, by its very nature, focuses on the immediate, the event that is ‘newsworthy’ due to its political, ideological, or dramatic nature. It is in the concentration beyond
the immediate, the analysis of news and events in newspapers and newsmagazines as well
as television, that one might expect more considered and in-depth coverage. Quite often,
this has been facile and inadequate. Editorials on Gujarat have been scathing almost across
the ideological spectrum, but they seem to focus exclusively on Gujarat as if it were an
isolated event or an aberration in recent Indian political history. There have been references
to the 1969 riots but seldom any to more recent developments, such as the rise of competitive fundamentalisms, of the interface between globalization and its effects on the one
hand and the consolidation of atavistic religious identities on the other.
In short, crucial links between socio-political structures and events are not made. For
instance, The Times of India has been analytical and critical particularly in its editorial
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coverage of events in Gujarat. An editorial on April 25th, 2002, described the events as a
“pogrom”, and an article by Vidya Subramaniam analyzed cogently the fact that the BJP’s
“ideological highs” coincide with “sectarian targeting”. The Times editorial coverage of the
Kargil War is in sharp contrast to its take on Gujarat. On the Kargil context, The Times
editorialized, “A Talibanised and militarised Pakistan acts as a rogue state because of the
autonomy it feels it enjoys because of nuclear capability”‚ and further that Pakistan is “dominated by mullahs and generals steeped in drug trafficking, money laundering and international terrorism”. Another editorial in The Times mocked a group of eminent Indians and
Pakistanis counselling restraint: “It is like advocating restraint equally to the rapist and rape
victim”. What is significant about the latter set of comments is that they essentialize and
demonize the enemy, as if all of Pakistan consisted of mad mullahs advocating war (shades
of our Prime Minister’s jihadi speech at the Goa conclave of the BJP).
Star News’ coverage of the Gujarat riots was largely courageous, insightful, and politically nuanced. A series of stories by Shikha Trivedi went behind the news, as it were, in their
portrayal of the trauma and alienation of the Muslim communities and individuals who
returned to their villages on sufferance, and in the ways in which tribal communities have
been co-opted into the Hindutva fold. In contrast, Star News projected Kargil as a just and
necessary war against intransigent intruders. It also contributed substantially to the spectacle and glamorization of war. Star News coverage, with its slick sets and slicker presenters, was often devoid of serious content and in-depth analysis. It is also significant that
hawkish analysts such as K. Subramanyam and Mani Dixit were frequently invited to
Newshour discussions. As part of a global media conglomerate, the internationalization of
infotainment was most evident in the obvious attempts that Star News made to present a
modern India fighting a medieval, Islamist mindset over the border. The Kargil Review
Committee Report notes approvingly that “The media coverage, especially over television,
bound the country as never before”.13
A local war in the global village led to the consolidation of almost tribal identities,
pushing back any possibility of peace between the two neighbours by years, if not decades.
Any notion of truth and analytical gestures were swiftly marginalized in the media, and this
suited perfectly the desires of the political class. “Satyameva Jayate” (“Truth always
triumphs”)‚ as the Review Committee Report notes, “is an excellent motto. But the truth
must be assisted to prevail”.14
The point here is not that The Times of India or Star News have been inconsistent in
their opposition to war, violence, or riots, but that they make no analytical connections
between the two events. A long history of communal violence, the hate speech spewed
against Muslims, the contempt for the secular fabric of Indian polity and institutions are all
predicated on the hatred of the ‘other’, whether within the country or outside. The demonizing of the ‘other’ allowed for the patriotic consolidation during the Kargil War. The identification of the perpetrators of Godhra as ISI agents generated the ‘action-reaction’ rhetoric
and revenge model that fuelled the communal violence. In Kargil, the jingoism related to
India, the motherland threatened by a devious and evil enemy, and large sections of the
media were pro-government. In Gujarat, there is a mythic construction of wronged Hindu
majorities now wreaking vengeance to reverse centuries of Muslim barbarism and atrocity,
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and the media is shocked at government complicity. The two events are arguably different,
but they conflate a recently dominant rhetoric of long-suffering, tolerant Hinduism now striking back, whether in war or in riot. This connection seems to be missing in dominant media
reports, editorials, and commentaries.
There are other post-riot events which are reported largely as disparate elements
rather than analyzed as forming a larger, more significant rhetorical tapestry which bolsters
the idea of the evil ‘other’ (whether within or without), and simultaneously the need for national vigilance, security, and increasing militarization. It can be argued that the Kargil War was
not quite as jingoistic as earlier Indo-Pak conflicts, and that the consolidation of national
identity was neither uniform nor widespread nor sustained for too long after the war was
over. While this line of reasoning is open to dispute, the more important consequence of
that confrontation has been the spiralling rhetoric and reality of military posturing and
actions, the sense of a nation under constant siege. In political and dominant media mythography, Kargil was seen as the betrayal of Lahore, the proof (if any was needed) of the perfidious Muslim. The attack on Parliament, Akshardham, the Ansal Plaza shootout, the constant criticism of the Mufti’s ‘healing touch’ policy in Jammu and Kashmir, the alacrity with
which the accused in the Parliament attack were sentenced to death are just some
instances that help consolidate the idea of national spaces and identities under constant
threat. The constant rhetoric of the soft state, from Kargil to the Kandahar hijacking, from
peace moves in Jammu and Kashmir to Akshardham underlines the paradox of the imagined community being created over the past few years and at present. In reality, the ‘softness’ of the state is available in far-reaching and pervasive reactions and concessions to
global economic and power situations, such as the easy entry of genetically modified cotton or the cosying up to the US in bilateral treaties, such as the one allowing US military
personnel to get away with human rights violations. This vulnerability and lack of agency
seems to turn inwards and manifest itself in ‘tough’ attitudes towards the vulnerable and
disenfranchised within the country. This brings me back to Siddharth Vardarajan’s point
about the centrality of law and justice in post-election Gujarat, and indeed India. The lack of
justice for victims of riots is in sharp contrast to the swift sentencing of those accused in
the Parliament attack. Manoj Joshi writes that “mass murder of the type that occurred in
Delhi in 1984 or in Gujarat earlier this year remains unpunished, but does not disturb a large
cross-section of the population. In 1984, the Congress was returned to power by the
electorate, as was the BJP in Gujarat this year. In no other established democracy would a
government’s failure to protect its own citizens be rewarded this way”.15
In a post-September 11th scenario, the denigration and worse of Muslims worldwide
has gained currency and legitimacy. Thus while 1984 and 2002 are analogous in their targeting of a particular community and the subsequent failure of justice, the latter is far more
deliberate and dangerous in its economic, social, and electoral exclusion of the ‘other’. I find
it difficult to envision the reintegration of the Muslims in Gujarati community structures in a
way that the Sikhs have rehabilitated themselves. The connection between the two riots is
crucial but remains facile in media commentary that does not dwell on the differences in
political climate, rhetoric, intent, and actuality.
With particular reference to Gujarat, my contention above leads to two further obser-
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vations about the media’s coverage of the riots and their aftermath. One is the predictability
of the media response. This was best illustrated in the hope generated by the Prime
Minister’s “rajdharma” speech when he first visited Gujarat, and a subsequent sense of
anger and betrayal at his “jihadi” speech at the BJP conclave in Goa. In this instance the
favourite media construction of the ‘moderate’ PM caught in the midst of ‘hard-line’ party
members and the mask (mukhota) of the same persona was further highlighted. Based on
this construction, influential sections of the media (India Today, for example) generate and
perpetuate a naïve expectation that the BJP and its Parivar are liberal, tolerant, pluralistic,
and not so different after all from other political conglomerations in this country. The “party
with a difference” may not be so different in its dispensation of the spoils of power (the
petrol pump scam), but it is quite unique in its pursuit of a political agenda based purely on
religious identities and majoritarian paranoia. Arguably, the genesis of the polarization in
Gujarat begins with the growth of the Muslim mafia under the Congress dispensation in the
1980s, but its culmination is being played out now.
My second observation relates to the reluctance of the media to analyze minority communalism and its ideology, politics, mechanics, and psychology. In this respect the ‘secular’ media is instinctively reactive and tends to minimize the role of violence perpetrated by
the ‘other’, i.e. Muslims. At face value this argument seems to be at one with the votaries
of the BJP who claim that Godhra outraged no one. However, it seems to me that the best
strategy to cast off the taint of ‘pseudo-secularism’ (whatever that might be) would be to
offer analyses of both majority and minority communalism. Outlook in its April 1st, 2002,
issue looks precisely at the intertwining of both communalisms (“A Dangerous Symbiosis”),
but this is a rare example. Ranjit Bhushan raises an important question in the Outlook article: “Has this kid-glove treatment of minority communalism resulted in giving secularism a
bad name?”16
Ashutosh Varshney states, “The framework within which Indian journalists and academics function – right since Nehru’s days – does often lead to this intellectual failure.
Nehru used to say that majority communalism is India’s biggest enemy, not minority communalism. While that may still be true, Nehru failed to see that at some point the two could
be seriously interlinked – one could instigate the other and vice versa. Nehru’s arguments
came apart in the ’80s but his intellectual legacy continues. Both forms of communalism –
minority and majority – must be condemned”.17
While Varshney understates the threat represented by majority communalism, he does
highlight a lacuna in media analysis. As of now the two sides are caught in a rigid, binary
trap: the hate speech of the BJP and its subsidiaries is met by the justified liberal outrage
of the secular media, politician, or NGO. Since the former occupies state power and also
uses extra-state modes of coercion, the opposition is trapped, as it were, and seems to
speak in a vacuum. Both parties in this political conflict seem to be engaged in a monolingual exercise, except that the extremists are on the rampage and in the ascendant. By
and large the secular media and intelligentsia seem to be preaching to the converted and
need to regain political and intellectual middle ground. The Gujarat election results indicate
the increasing marginalization of secular ideals and domains. Competitive demonization and
outrage are not the solution. Perhaps there is the need to create space for more tolerant
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secular and religious discourses to counter the hate speech and barbarism of religious
extremism. Rajendra Kumar Vyas, vice-president of the Ahmedabad division of the VHP,
declared soon after the riots, “Mark my words, these riots will lead to peace”. It is this
peace of the grave, of trauma, alienation, and grief that needs to be resisted and the media
can play a vital role. The “sterile debate over ‘Hindutva’ and ‘secularism’” that Siddharth
Varadarajan writes about is sterile precisely because of its positing of absolute
dichotomies. The recovery of bilingualism and dialogue is possible through more connected and rigorous analysis, a reconfiguration of discourse dominating the debates (similar
perhaps to the ‘rubble literature’ movement in post-Nazi Germany), and the ability to face
head on the contradictions and fissures in our secular polity.
Is this expecting too much of the media? Perhaps it is, but then it is also one of the
few institutions of free speech combined with mass reach available in India. The first stage
of the media revolution in India has been the setting up of large conglomerates, moved as
much by business interests as by ideology. The commercial aspects can never be ignored,
but a second stage in this revolution is possible if some agents of the media move toward
dispassionate analyses rather than the trumpeting of ‘truth’ or other shibboleths.
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